The Effect of Prostaglandin Analogue Bimatoprost on Thyroid-Associated Orbitopathy
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PURPOSE. We characterize the effect of bimatoprost on orbital adipose tissue in thyroid-associated orbitopathy (TAO) with clinicopathologic correlation.

METHODS. Orbital adipose-derived stem cells (OASCs) from types 1 and 2 TAO and control patients with and without exposure to 1 μm bimatoprost were examined via immunohistochemistry, RT-PCR, and Western blot for cell viability, migration capacity, lipid content, adipocyte morphology, mitochondrial content, and levels of adipogenic markers. A retrospective chart review was performed for clinicopathologic correlation. In mice, optical coherence tomography and pattern electroretinography were performed at baseline and at 1 month following a retrobulbar injection of bimatoprost, followed by orbital exenteration for histopathologic examination.

RESULTS. Types 1 and 2 TAO-derived cells had a significantly higher migration capacity and lipid content than those of healthy controls. With the addition of bimatoprost, types 1 and 2 TAO and control adipocytes exhibited a significant decrease in lipid content with morphologic transformation into smaller and multilocular lipid droplets, and an increase in mitochondrial load and UCP-1 expression consistent with an increase in brown adipose tissue turnover. Retrobulbar injection of bimatoprost in mice did not alter the gross morphology, retinal thickness, or ganglion cell function in vivo.

CONCLUSIONS. Bimatoprost inhibits adipogenesis in OASCs and upregulates pathways involved in the browning of adipocytes. Furthermore, retrobulbar injection of bimatoprost is tolerated without immediate adverse effects in mice. Our results suggest a potential future application of prostaglandin analogues in the treatment of TAO.
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Thyroid-associated orbitopathy (TAO), also called Graves’ ophthalmopathy (GO), is an autoimmune disease that affects orbital adipose tissue and extracellular muscles.1,2 Type 1 TAO typically is associated with expansion of the orbital adipose tissue, while type 2 TAO is characterized by extracellular muscle enlargement and fibrosis.3 TAO can lead to an array of clinical manifestations, including proptosis, exposure keratopathy, restrictive strabismus, eyelid retraction, and compressive optic neuropathy.4

Examination of orbital tissue from TAO reveals increased deposition of glycosaminoglycans (GAG) within the endomysium of extracellular muscle fibers and increased de novo adipogenesis.1–3 The main effector cell for GAG synthesis and adipogenesis is thought to be the orbital fibroblast (OF) with mesenchymal stem cell-like properties.5 Thymocyte antigen 1-positive (Thy1+) OFs can differentiate into myofibroblasts with contractile properties when treated with TGF-β, while thymocyte antigen 1-negative (Thy1-) OFs differentiate into mature adipocytes when treated with PPARγ agonists.6 These OFs from TAO patients also have higher levels of expression of insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor (IGF1R), and in some instances, variably upregulated thyroid stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) compared to controls.7,8 TSHR antibodies acting upon upregulated IGF1R/TSHR functional complexes within the orbital tissue also are thought to lead to the downstream effects in OFs leading to TAO by potentiating PPARγ signaling.8,9

Currently available treatments for TAO include medical therapy for the treatment of hyperthyroidism and orbital inflammation, surgical therapy in the form of orbital decompression, eyelid surgery, strabismus surgery, and external beam orbital radiation.4 These treatments show variable efficacy over a wide spectrum of disease severity, with a number of associated risks. Most recently, clinical trials for the human monoclonal antibody inhibitor of IGF1R, teprotumumab, have shown promise in the treatment of active TAO.10 Additional studies and longer follow-up data, however, are needed to confirm these phase II study findings. An effective therapy targeting the complex pathogenic pathways of the underlying disease process remains elusive.

One such therapeutic candidate being proposed is bimatoprost. Bimatoprost is a prostaglandin F2 alpha (PGF2α) analogue used as topical therapy for glaucoma, which binds to a prostamide receptor composed of a heterodimer complex
of prostaglandin F (FP) receptor and its splice variants. In metabolically active tissue in vivo, bimatoprost also undergoes conversion into bimatoprost acid by tissue esterases, which then can bind the FP receptor itself and initiates a variety of intracellular signaling cascades. Interestingly, long-term use of prostaglandin (PG) analogues has been shown to lead to PG-associated periorbitopathy (PAP), which is characterized by reversible atrophy of periorbital tissues, including orbital adipocytes. While the molecular mechanism behind PAP remains incompletely elucidated, studies suggest that PG analogues, such as bimatoprost, decrease human preadipocyte differentiation and intracellular lipid accumulation by inhibiting the PPARγ pathway.

The orbital fat atrophy associated with PAP has potential implications for type 1 TAO, in which abnormal orbital fat hypertrophy is seen. Harnessing the effect of PG analogues on adipogenic pathways to intentionally induce orbital fat atrophy in type 1 TAO has been proposed. Biosynthesis of PG is dependent on the cyclooxygenase pathway, which in turn is intimately tied to white and brown adipose tissue physiology. Adipose trans-differentiation, which previously has been studied in the context of metabolism, now also is thought to be involved in TAO adipose pathophysiology. In murine models of TAO, studies have suggested white-to-brown adipose trans-differentiation with high levels of TSHR coexpression.

To understand the adipogenic signaling pathways involved in PAP, and to study the potential efficacy of PG analogues in managing TAO, we used orbital adipose-derived stem cells (OASCs) from healthy controls and types 1 and 2 TAO patients as in vitro models of orbital adipose tissue physiology. Adipogenic potential of OASCs and the pathways downstream of the prostaglandin FP receptor were studied with and without bimatoprost supplementation. Clinicopathologic correlation was made to identify any significant differences between types 1 and 2 TAO, and the implications behind the distinct clinical presentations and therapeutic applicability of PG analogues for each type. An additional in vivo safety study of retrobulbar injection of bimatoprost in mice also was performed. We believe our results suggested a potential future application of PG analogue physiology in the treatment of type 1 TAO.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Participants and Specimen Collection**

Orbital fat tissues were harvested from TAO patients undergoing orbital decompression for either orbital rehabilitation or compressive optic neuropathy between 2015 and 2017 at the Bascom Palmer Eye Institute. Orbital fat from control patients was obtained during blepharoplasty procedures from medial upper eyelid or lower eyelid fat pads, which are contiguous with orbital fat and of the same embryonic lineage. Patients with a prior history of orbital trauma, infection, surgery (excluding strabismus surgery), or orbital radiation were excluded. Three type 1 and four type 2 TAO patients, and three control patients were included in the study (Table). Medical records were reviewed for demographic information, history of medical and surgical treatments for thyroid disease, systemic corticosteroid therapy, and smoking. Clinical examination findings were reviewed and clinical activity scores (CAS) calculated for the seven patients with TAO. Collection and evaluation of protected patient health information were in compliance with the rules and regulations of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Bascom Palmer Eye Institute and University of Miami Human Studies Committee completed an administrative review of the study and institutional review board approval was obtained. Informed consent was obtained from each participant for use of tissue for research purposes. All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional research committee and with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.

**OASC Isolation and Culture**

OASCs were isolated as described previously from healthy controls and patients with TAO. Orbital fat tissue was cut into sections <5 mm in size. Adipose tissue was subjected to digestion with 1 mg/mL Col I (Worthington Biochemical Corp, Lakewood, NJ, USA) in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) for 3 hours on a shaker. Digested tissue was pipetted up and down 10 times before centrifugation at 300g for 5 minutes to remove floating adipocytes. The pellets were suspended in DMEM and filtered through a 70 mm nylon strainer (BD Bioscience, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) to yield cells in the flow-through as stromal vascular fraction (SVF). Cells in SVF were treated with red blood cell lysis buffer to remove red blood cells and with 0.25% trypsin-EDTA for 5 minutes at 37°C to yield a single cell suspension. Cells were maintained in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37°C with 5% CO₂.

**Cell Viability Assay**

OASCs from healthy controls were seeded at a density of 5 × 10⁶ cells/well in 96-well plates in 100 μL media. After 24 hours, OASCs were treated with bimatoprost (0.25–10 μM) (Selleckchem Catalog No.S1407; Selleckchem, Houston, TX, USA) for 72 hours. After treatment, 3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay (Biotium, Fremont, CA, USA) was performed according to the manufacturer’s

**Clinical Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Thyroid Treatment</th>
<th>Smoking</th>
<th>Steroids</th>
<th>CON</th>
<th>CAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>RAI, thyroidectomy</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Methimazole, thyroidectomy</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>RAI</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>RAI, thyroidectomy</td>
<td>35 pack-ys, quit 3.5 yrs before CON</td>
<td>Oral</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>RAI, thyroidectomy</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Oral, IV</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>RAI, thyroidectomy</td>
<td>Former (quit 1979, 0.5 pack years)</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Methimazole, thyroidectomy</td>
<td>Yes - ongoing smoker</td>
<td>Oral, IV</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F: female; M: male; RAI, radioactive iodine; CON, compressive optic neuropathy; IV, intravenous; CAS, clinical activity score; NA, not applicable.
instructions to measure the mitochondrial metabolism rate as a surrogate indicator for proliferation and viability. Briefly, MTT (5 mg/mL) was added and plates were incubated at 37°C for 4 hours before dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; 100 µL) was added to each well. Finally, the absorbance of each well was read at a wavelength of 570 nm using a scanning multiwell spectrophotometer. The results were analyzed using statistical methods in three independent experiments.

**Cell Migration Assay**

Cell migration was measured by the scratch wound healing assay. After reaching confluence, OASCs from TAO and healthy control patients were pretreated with bimatoprost (1 µM) or DMSO for 3 hours. A wound was introduced in the monolayer of cells by scratching with a p200 pipette tip. Images of an individual spot were captured at the time of migration with an inverted Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 microscope for 24 hours. Time-lapse videos were generated by microscope software AxioVision (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany). Average migration distance was measured and quantified with AxioVision software.

**Adipogenesis Assay**

OASCs during passages three to five were seeded at a density of 2.5 × 10⁴ cells per cm² in 24-well PL plates in DMEM with 10% FBS. At 90% confluence on day 3, the medium was switched to the Adipogenesis Differentiation Medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Bimatoprost (1 µM; Selleckchem Catalog No.S1407) was added on day 6 after differentiation of OASC into mature adipocytes. After 21 days of culturing, the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and stained with oil red O for adipocytes from the Adipogenesis Assay Kit (Cayman Chemical Company, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells with oil droplets stained by oil red O were quantified via spectrophotometry at an absorbance of OD 492 nm in triplicate cultures.

**Immunohistochemistry**

Before immunostaining, OASCs were fixed in 4% PFA for 12 minutes and permeabilized in 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS for 30 minutes. Cells were blocked with PBS containing 0.15% Tween 20, 2% BSA, and 5% serum at room temperature for 30 minutes. The samples then were incubated with primary antibodies for 16 hours in blocking solution, followed by species-specific secondary antibodies (AlexaFluor; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Control samples were incubated without primary antibodies. Neutral lipid was labeled by 4,4-difluoro-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene (BODIPY) dye and nucleic acids with 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Imaging was performed with a Leica TSL AOBS SP5 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems, Exton, PA, USA). Confocal settings (laser intensity, detector gain, and pinhole size) remained constant among different groups.

**Quantitative Real-Time (RT) PCR**

Quantitative RT-PCR analysis was performed as described previously using gene-specific primers: PPAR-γ (5’ GATA CACTGTCTGCAAACATACAA 3’ CCAGGAGGCTGATCC CAA), Human β-actin (5’ CAACAGCTGGAGACGACAT 3’ ACAGGCGCTGGATGGCAACG) UCP-1 (5’ CCACCTGTTGTCG GCTCTTGA 3’ GTTCAGGATCCAGTGCGCA), and PGC1-α (5’ CAGGTGCCCTGATCTCCTT 3’ GGTCCTTACCAACCCAGA GCA). Relative expression was calculated using the standard curve method and normalized to housekeeping gene β-actin.

**Western Blot Analysis**

OASCs were lysed with TPER buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with complete protease inhibitor (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA). An equal amount of total protein from each sample was resolved on SDS-PAGE gradient gels and transferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The membranes were blocked in 5% skim milk in Tris-buffered saline (TBS; pH 7.6), probed overnight with primary antibodies (UCP1, PPAR-γ, Phospho-Akt, Phospho-p44/42 MAPK, Erk1/2, Phospho-p38 MAPK – rabbit [Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA]; PGC-1α, anti-mitochondria – rabbit [Abcam, Cambridge, UK]; and B-actin – mouse [Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA]), washed in 0.15% Tween20 in TBS, and incubated for 1 hour with a secondary antibody (1:10,000; GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) diluted in TBS. Anti-β-actin antibody was used as the loading control. Proteins were visualized using SuperSignal chemiluminescent substrates (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

**Calcium Imaging**

Changes in the intracellular calcium levels were measured by the Fluo-4 Calcium Imaging Kit (F10489; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA). Time-lapse videos of 120 seconds were generated for OASCs from healthy patients with and without 1 µM bimatoprost treatment for 3 hours. Intensities of individual OASCs were quantified (n = 25) for treated and untreated cells and plotted as average change in intensity of fluorescence.

**Retrolubular Injection of Bimatoprost**

To test the effects of bimatoprost in vivo, 100 µL (0.05% bimatoprost opthalmic solution LATISSE was administered via retrolubular injection in eight mice. PBS was injected in the contralateral orbit as control. Retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness was measured by optical coherence tomography (OCT) at baseline before and at 1 month after injection. Pattern electroretinography (PERG) also was performed at baseline and at 1 month after injection to demonstrate retinal ganglion cell (RGC) function. The orbits subsequently were exenterated for histopathologic examination. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO) Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Visual Research. The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Miami.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analyses were performed using SAS Studio university edition (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and Graph Pad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Statistical analyses were performed with 2-tailed Student’s t-tests and 1-way ANOVA with a confidence level greater than 95%. P < 0.05 was deemed statistically significant. Graphic data are presented as mean ± SEM.

**RESULTS**

**Effect of Bimatoprost on Cell Viability and Migration**

A possible role for the PG pathway in TAO was demonstrated previously via RNA sequencing of OASCs from patients with
TAO and healthy controls, where differential expression of PG receptors was noted between the two groups (Fig. 1A). Therefore, we first explored the viability and migration of OASCs after bimatoprost treatment; 2 and 10 μM bimatoprost significantly inhibited the cell viability of OASCs derived from healthy control patients (P = 0.005 and P = 0.014), while the effect of 1 and 0.25 μM bimatoprost was within the margin of error (1 μM, P = 0.3325; 0.25 μM, P = 0.4872; Fig. 1B). At day 7, cell viability of OASCs from types 1 and 2 TAO patients was significantly higher than that of control (type 1, 152.7%, P = 0.0279; type 2, 193.6%, P = 0.0143). Addition of 1 μM bimatoprost inhibited the cell viability of control, and types 1 and 2 TAO OASCs at day 7 (control, P = 0.0513; type 1, P = 0.0322; type 2, P = 0.0126; Fig. 1C).

In terms of cell migration, OASCs derived from types 1 and 2 TAO patients demonstrated a higher migration capacity than control OASCs at baseline (type 1, 119.5%, P = 0.0132; type 2, 127.2%; P = 0.0242). One μM bimatoprost inhibited cell migration in OASCs from TAO and control patients (Fig. 1D). Bimatoprost treatment significantly reduced the migration distance of OASCs derived from type 1 TAO patients from 119.5% ± 6.51 to 108.6% ± 3.05 (P = 0.0419), type 2 TAO patients from 127.2% ± 4.78 to 108.7% ± 4.56 (P = 0.0231) and control patients from 100% ± 3.54 to 81.25% ± 5.41 (P = 0.0409) within 24 hours (Fig. 1E).

**Bimatoprost Inhibits the Adipogenic Capacity of OASCs**

OASCs from healthy control and TAO patients were differentiated into adipocytes with and without bimatoprost in the culture medium (1 μM; Fig. 2A). Quantification of lipid content as a measure of adipogenic capacity revealed higher baseline neutral lipid content in adipocytes from types 1 (P = 0.0214) and 2 (P = 0.0348) TAO patients compared to those from healthy patients (Figs. 2B, 2C). Furthermore, type 1 TAO adipocytes exhibited higher lipid content than type 2 TAO adipocytes (P = 0.0419). Bimatoprost then was shown to inhibit adipogenesis in adipocytes from types 1 (P = 0.0162) and 2 (P = 0.0259) TAO and healthy (P = 0.0319) patients. In terms of cell morphology, bimatoprost-treated adipocytes from TAO and healthy patients demonstrated smaller multilocular lipid droplets compared to untreated cells containing larger, unilocular lipid droplets (Fig. 2B). This formation of multilocular lipid droplets is consistent with possible white-to-brown adipose trans-differentiation.

**Bimatoprost Promotes Browning of Differentiated Adipocytes Through Mitochondrial Biogenesis**

Increased mitochondrial contents are the hallmark of browning of white adipocytes. Using epifluorescence microscopy, we demonstrated an increased MitoTracker staining with bimatoprost treatment in differentiated adipocytes derived from TAO and healthy patient OASCs (Fig. 3A). The increased mitochondrial staining was detected only in differentiated adipocytes and not in the undifferentiated fibroblasts. Furthermore, in OASCs from types 1 and 2 TAO and control patients, bimatoprost increased the expression of brown adipocyte marker UCP-1 and mitochondrial biogenesis marker PGC-1α, while levels of adipogenesis marker PPARγ remained similar before and after treatment (Fig. 3B). RT-PCR also showed consistent results at the level of mRNA expression of the three markers (Fig. 3C). Immunofluorescence stain in OASCs for neutral lipids and UCP-1 also demonstrated concurrent formation of multiple small multilocular lipid droplets and increased expression of UCP-1 in response to bimatoprost (Fig. 3D). These findings together suggest that bimatoprost has a role in stimulating white-to-brown adipose trans-differentiation via mitochondrial biogenesis.

**Bimatoprost Activates MAPK, PI3/Akt, p38 MAPK, and Calcium Signaling Pathways**

We assayed the protein levels of the phosphorylated forms of ERK, Akt, and p38 by Western blot. In OASCs from TAO and healthy patients, bimatoprost appeared to activate these signaling pathways as demonstrated by upregulation of their respective phosphorylation products (Fig. 4A). To further study the potential role of these pathways, MEK inhibitor U0126, Akt inhibitor MK-2206, and p38 inhibitor SB202190 were then added to the OASC cultures along with bimatoprost (Fig. 4B). Following adipocytic differentiation, all three inhibitors were noted to partially rescue the inhibitory effect of bimatoprost on adipogenesis as demonstrated by oil red O staining and measurement of neutral lipid content (P = 0.0232, 0.0342, 0.0198; Figs. 4C, 4D). Lastly, a role for calcium signaling with bimatoprost was shown in OASCs from healthy control patients where the fluorescence intensity corresponding to intracellular calcium levels increased for 120 seconds with the addition of bimatoprost (Figs. 4E, 4F).

**Retrolbulbar Injection of Bimatoprost Does Not Lead to Histologic or Functional Changes**

Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained sections of orbits treated with retrolbulbar injection of bimatoprost showed normal morphology of ocular and orbital structures (Fig. 5A). The RNFL thickness remained unchanged (bimatoprost 58.50 ± 2.311 μm vs. baseline 58.50 ± 2.311 μm, P = 0.5618; baseline 19.13 ± 2.292 μV vs. post-bimatoprost treatment 18.67 ± 2.311 μV, P = 0.4317; Figs. 5D–F). The PERG peaks and waveforms also were very similar between the bimatoprost-treated and control eyes (Figs. 5D–F).

**DISCUSSION**

TAO is an autoimmune disease most commonly associated with Graves’ disease, but also seen in patients with hypothyroidism, chronic autoimmune thyroiditis, or in some cases, euthyroidism. Annual incidence is estimated to be 16 per 100,000 in women and 2.9 per 100,000 in men. The major pathologic features include expansion of orbital soft tissues and enlargement of extraocular muscles. Type 1 TAO is characterized by increased orbital adipogenesis, in which multipotent orbital fibroblasts differentiate into mature adipocytes via PPARγ signaling. There is an overexpression of PPARγ in the adipose tissue of active TAO, and PPARγ agonists also have been shown to increase TSHR expression, further potentiating this pathway.

At the other end of the spectrum, PAP is a known side effect of topical PG analogues used to treat glaucoma. PAP is characterized by peri-orbital lipodystrophy leading to enophthalmos and superior sulcus deformity. Activation of the prostaglandin FP receptor by a PGF2α analogue has been shown to lead to inhibition of PPARγ. PGF2α significantly reduces proliferation and adipogenesis in murine preadipocytes and human orbital fibroblasts, while the rate of lipolysis remains unaffected. Furthermore, our previous study into the gene expression profiling of OASCs from TAO and control
Figure 1. Differential expression of PG receptors in TAO and the effect of bimatoprost on cell viability and migration. (A) RNA-sequencing analysis of OASCs from TAO patients compared to control patients demonstrating differential expression of PG receptors identified by EdgeR and DESeq2. (B) Dose-dependent cell viability of OASCs from healthy controls treated with bimatoprost. (C) Cell proliferation of OASCs from healthy controls, and types 1 and 2 TAO patients treated with bimatoprost on days 3 and 7. (D) Scratch assay showing the effect of 1 μM bimatoprost on OASC migration over a 24-hour period. (E) Quantification of 24-hour migration data in control and TAO OASCs. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. NS, not significant. Scale bar: 200 μm.
patients revealed several PG receptors as differentially expressed and upregulated in TAO-derived stem cells (Fig. 1A). Thus, type 1 TAO demonstrates increased orbital adipogenesis and dysregulation of PG receptor expression, whereas PAP is characterized by periorbital fat atrophy via potentially overlapping molecular pathways. Given these two seemingly inversely related phenomena, we hypothesized that using the PG analogue’s ability to induce orbital fat atrophy may have potential implications for the clinical management of type 1 TAO. Therefore, our purpose was to elucidate these overlapping signaling pathways in PAP and TAO in vitro and in vivo, and correlate with clinical presentation via a number of proof-of-concept experiments.

To this end, OASCs from healthy controls and types 1 and 2 TAO patients were used as in vitro models of orbital adipose tissue, and bimatoprost was chosen as the representative PG analogue based on previous data demonstrating its high potency and efficacy in inducing PAP among various PG analogues. Representative and comparable age groups were chosen for controls and TAO patients. The appropriate concentration of bimatoprost to be used was first titrated with a cell viability assay in OASCs from healthy controls (Fig. 1B). One µM was shown to be the highest concentration tolerated by OASCs without affecting cell viability, and, thus, chosen as the standard concentration for all subsequent bimatoprost treatments.

An important baseline difference between OASCs from healthy controls and types 1 and 2 TAO patients was demonstrated by the cell growth (Fig. 1C) and wound healing assay (Figs. 1D, 1E). OASCs from types 1 and 2 TAO showed increased cell viability at days 3 and 7 compared to controls, suggesting that the increased orbital fat proliferation in TAO may be secondary to adipose cell survivability and longevity, as well as decreased apoptosis. It also should be noted that the assay may reflect the higher metabolic rate of TAO OASCs as measured by the catabolism of tetrazolium salts. OASCs from types 1 and 2 TAO also had a significantly higher migration capacity than those of healthy controls, suggesting that these cells are more likely to infiltrate into the target tissues during the inflammatory response of TAO. With the addition of bimatoprost, there was a significant decrease in viability and migration of TAO OASCs, constituting a generalized inhibitory effect.

The adipogenesis assays were consistent with the clinical picture of TAO in that TAO cells demonstrated significantly higher total lipid content compared to controls, and this effect was accentuated in type 1 more so than type 2 TAO. Interestingly, the addition of bimatoprost led to a decrease in lipid content in control and TAO OASCs with bimatoprost. The phenotypic changes of adipocytes noted in the adipogenesis assay, on the other hand, suggest a possible role of white-to-brown adipose trans-differentiation in TAO and its

FIGURE 2. Bimatoprost inhibits OASC adipogenesis. (A) A timeline of the adipogenesis assay. (B) Oil red O stain demonstrating bimatoprost-treated adipocytes with smaller, multilocular lipid droplets compared to vehicle-treated cells containing larger, unilocular lipid droplets. (C) Quantification of oil red O assay showing higher baseline neutral lipid content in type 1 > type 2 TAO adipocytes compared to control, and inhibition of adipogenesis in control and TAO OASCs with bimatoprost. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. Scale bar: 200 µm.
FIGURE 3. Bimatoprost induces mitochondrial biogenesis and triggers white-to-brown adipose trans-differentiation. (A) Mitochondrial content labeled with MitoTracker (green) and nuclear counterstaining with DAPI (blue) showing increased mitochondrial contents in adipocytes treated with bimatoprost (arrows). (B) Western blot analysis and (C) RT-PCR demonstrating increased expression of UCP-1 and PGC-1α with bimatoprost treatment, while PPAR-γ remained unchanged. (D) Immunofluorescence staining demonstrating formation of multiple small multilocular lipid droplets and increased expression of UCP-1 in response to bimatoprost treatment. *P < 0.05. Scale bars: (A) 200 μm; (D) 100 μm.
complex interrelationship with the effect of bimatoprost on adipose physiology. White adipose cells are large spherical cells with 90% of their cytoplasmic volume occupied by a unilocular lipid droplet filled with triglycerides, whereas brown adipose cells are packed with a higher concentration of spherical mitochondria with dense cristae and multilocular droplets of triglycerides. The primary function of white adipose tissue (WAT) is energy storage in the form of lipids, while brown adipose tissue (BAT) dissipates energy in the form of heat for thermoregulation. Depots of WAT and BAT exist in different areas of the body and their trans-differentiation has been studied extensively in the context of metabolism. The trans-differentiation also is thought to determine the extent of macrophage infiltration and resultant chronic low-grade inflammation within the adipose tissue throughout the body.

WAT and BAT physiology and their implications in TAO were highlighted in a murine model of TAO created via electroporation of plasmid encoding human TSHR A-subunit. Orbital adipogenesis in this murine TAO model demonstrated increased BAT marker UCP-1, while the total amount of orbital adipose tissue remained stable, implying a white-to-brown adipose trans-differentiation with development of TAO. The investigators also noted high levels of coexpression of TSHR in UCP-1-positive BAT and hypothesized that the role of TSHR as the target antigen of TAO further supports the relative increase of BAT in TAO.

In our study, addition of the PG pathway to the WAT and BAT physiology, however, resulted in a more complex picture. Activation of the adrenergic pathway within WAT leads to cyclooxygenase-2-mediated PG synthesis and browning of adipose tissue, which may further contribute to the development and progression of TAO. This suggests that targeting pathways involved in adipose remodeling could be a potential therapeutic strategy for the treatment of TAO.
This PG-mediated white-to-brown trans-differentiation was, in fact, demonstrated in our study by mitochondrial biogenesis assays in adipocytes from TAO and healthy control patients. As highly metabolically active, thermogenic tissue, BAT has a number of key components in its molecular machinery. Uncoupling protein-1 (UCP-1), located in the inner membrane of mitochondria in BAT, decreases the transmembrane proton gradient and ‘uncouples’ the oxidative phosphorylation resulting in dissipation of energy as heat. PPARγ is a nuclear receptor that functions as a key transcription factor in adipogenesis, and PGC-1 is a cofactor of PPARγ that induces UCP-1 expression. Therefore, measure of mitochondrial contents, and levels of UCP-1, PPARγ, and PGC-1 expression can be used to characterize the adipose tissue. In adipocytes derived from TAO and healthy control patients, bimatoprost treatment led to an increase in mitochondrial contents and UCP-1 levels consistent with increase in BAT (Figs. 3A–D). PGC-1 expression level showed a significant increase in TAO adipocytes only, and a trend toward an increase in healthy control adipocytes, while PPARγ levels remained unchanged for both types (Figs. 3B, 3C). These results appear to be consistent with white-to-brown trans-differentiation with bimatoprost in that brown adipose markers are upregulated without concurrent increase in de novo adipogenesis via the PPARγ pathway.

Reconciling the findings from previous studies suggesting white-to-brown adipose trans-differentiation in the development of TAO with bimatoprost-induced white-to-brown adipose trans-differentiation is challenging. When the effect of bimatoprost is being considered as potential therapy for TAO, it is paradoxical to suggest that TAO develops with the very same underlying process. It is interesting to note, however, that in...
the murine models of TAO, orbital inflammation was limited to extraocular muscles and optic nerve without involving the adipose tissue. Therefore, it is likely that the findings of this murine TAO model are not entirely representative of the full spectrum of TAO phenotypes, and perhaps are closer to type 2, rather than type 1 TAO. Additional studies are warranted to further elucidate the role of WAT and BAT in TAO.

To elucidate potential pathways by which bimatoprost may be exerting its effect on adipose tissue, a number of other key signaling pathways involved in adipogenesis were also examined. Bimatoprost is a prodrug, in which the C-terminal is methyl-esterified. In vivo, tissue esterase can degrade bimatoprost into bimatoprost acid, which then binds the prostanoid FP receptor. Previous studies have demonstrated that activation of the prostanoid FP receptor by bimatoprost turns on the PI3K/Akt and MAPK/ERK pathways in murine myoblasts and retinal ganglion cells, respectively. In feline iris sphincter cells, bimatoprost has been noted to selectively stimulate the p38 MAPK pathway, as well as intracellular calcium signaling. MAPK/ERK, PI3K/Akt, and p38 MAPK also are each known to lead to variable activation and inhibition of PPARγ and its interactors. MAPK/ERK is thought to phosphorylate another adipogenic transcription factor, C/EBPβ, to activate PPARγ during the expansion phase of adipogenesis, then inhibits the transcriptional activities of PPARγ by phosphorylation in the terminal phases of adipocyte differentiation. P38 MAPK can phosphorylate to inhibit a nuclear transcriptional factor NFAT, which in turn activates PPARγ. These pathways also have been shown to be intricately linked to the WAT and BAT physiology. P38 MAPK and intracellular calcium-activated calmodulin-dependent protein kinase IV (CaMKIV) and calcineurin A (CnA) activate transcription of PGC-1, while Akt causes cytoplasmic sequestration of a transcription factor leading to decreased levels of PGC-1. As a coactivator of PPARγ that induces UCP-1 expression, PGC-1 is believed to have a key role in metabolic regulation of WAT to BAT trans-differentiation. In our study, treatment of adipocytes derived from TAO and healthy control patients with bimatoprost showed upregulation of MAPK/ERK, PI3K/Akt, and p38 MAPK phosphorylation products (Fig. 4A). Mechanistic experiments also demonstrated that pharmacologic inhibition of each of these pathways rescues the inhibitory effect of bimatoprost on adipogenesis (Figs. 4B–D). Lastly, the downstream signaling of prostanoid FP receptor via the GPCR-mediated intracellular calcium pathway was demonstrated with a significant increase in calcium transients upon bimatoprost treatment, highlighting the multifaceted and complex signaling pathways engaged. Together, these pathways allowed us to begin to construct the map of the various connections between PG analogues, adipogenesis, and WAT and BAT physiology. Figure 6 demonstrates a proposed working model for the effect of bimatoprost via the combined signaling pathways.

The therapeutic potential of PG analogues in TAO, however, ultimately depends on the clinical applicability and safety in vivo. While bimatoprost already is an approved therapy on the market for elevated IOP, the appropriate mode of delivery, concentration, and dosing for an orbital indication remain unknown. One study of retrobulbar injection of bimatoprost in three rats reported no evidence of inflammation, but increased adipocyte density and heterogeneity. In our study, the same volume and concentration of bimatoprost (100 μL 0.03% bimatoprost) was injected into 8 mouse orbits with pre- and post-injection OCT and PERG, followed by exenteration and histologic examination of the orbital contents. Similar to the previous rat study, there was no evidence of inflammation within the orbital fat compartments. We also showed, for the first time to our knowledge, that there were no detectable adverse effects using in vivo imaging and functional studies. Of note, the 0.03% bimatoprost solution available commercially has the micromolar equivalence of 722 μM. This concentration is, in fact, far higher than 1 μM bimatoprost used in our in vitro assays, which was chosen in light of higher concentrations (2 and 10 μM) negatively affecting cell viability in vitro. While the true therapeutic concentration in vivo cannot be directly compared, it is encouraging that an injection of 722 μM solution of bimatoprost did not result in detectable toxicity. Although additional in vivo studies are needed to determine the safest and the most effective method of delivery of PG analogues in TAO, our results provide an important starting point.

There are several limitations in the current study. One major limitation in using the in vitro model of OASCs is that the cell culture system is devoid of immune components. Therefore, the cell culture may not faithfully recapitulate the inflammatory milieu of active TAO and the immune responses involved in the pathophysiology of TAO. Secondly, the sample size is small, with only three cell lines each of type 1 TAO and control patients and four cell lines of Type 2 TAO. Further stratification by history of orbital radiation or long-term systemic steroid or
immunomodulator use also would be of interest. Lastly, the use of mouse orbit as a model for intraorbital pathology is limited by the inherent anatomic differences, such as the presence of a large Harderian gland in mice in lieu of retrobulbar fat.

In conclusion, the unexpected point of intersection between TAO and PAP brings forth an interesting clinical question and a potential for a new therapeutic approach to TAO. Using a commercially available PG analogue, bimatoprost, we demonstrated a significant decrease in the cell migration and adipogenic capacity of OASCs derived from TAO patients, and that these effects manifest via a combination of white-to-brown fat trans-differentiation and a number of established intracellular signaling pathways. Results from retrobulbar injection of bimatoprost in mice provide important preliminary building blocks for development of effective PG analogue-derived orbital therapy for TAO. Therefore, our results provided additional insight into the physiology of orbital adipose tissue in controls and TAO and laid the groundwork for potential next steps in translational studies to treat TAO.
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